I would support any candidate or group who embraces these…. core platform principles
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Common Sense Gov’t
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can NOT completely take all

money out of Politics, but you can
put common sense limits on it
“Let us come reason together”

Note to OBAMA - failure to openly support recall efforts and their struggle to keep some
form of collective bargaining alive in Wisconsin, is not consistent with principles below:
Click here

1 One man one vote only individuals can donate

ROLE OF
GOV’T ?

Only individual USA citizens allowed to make political donations
NO donations allowed from other Entities (corporations, labor, etc.)
Total transparency with audits on all political contributions
$$ limits on political contributions allowed per individual
$$ limits on political campaign expenditures per candidate
Candidates caught violating funding laws disqualified immediately

USA

Constitution

2 Two Term Limits for both Congress & Senate
Dramatically reduces money and time spent getting re-elected
Fix Congress / Senate rules and procedures to be more efficient
Repeal 27th Amendment (automatic Congress pay raises)
Ban Congressman and their staff from becoming Lobbyist
Mandatory Blind Trust. Periodic “net worth” audits during/after.

USA History
Last 75 Yearss

- Respect USA Bill of Rights
Freedom from extreme + radical ideology governing our lives
Our Constitution is based on separation of Church and State
The words: “GOD Bible Christ” not mentioned in US Constitution
Patriot Act Oct 26, 2001 curious gives Gov’t right to spy on everything?
Does 2nd Amendment give everyone right to own a machine gun?

DEBT History
Last 75 Yearss

Thomas Paine

Citizens pass 1 or 2

Constitutional
Amendments
Immediately
7 of 27 Amendments
took one year or

less to pass because
strong public pressure.
See 60 Minutes
Lobbyist Playbook
“insider trading”

Not sure this is what
Founding Fathers
had in mind.

- Women + Men will participate equally in GOVT
Women should have the same opportunities as men
To influence the development at all levels of our society

- Adopt citizen trusted

Internet

INTERNET public

voting system

Utilize internet for both public polling + final voting process
Provide secure ballot box voting for those wishing anonymity
Greatly simplify process: 1 man = 1 vote = 1 soc. sec# = birth/citizen doc
No prolonged WARS unless vast majority of citizens approve
We must stop wasting our national treasures on senseless wars

VOTING

About Author
About My Father

Afghanistan
CHOICES

- Far greater focus on JOBS Creation

Real unemployment much closer to 20 % vs. reported 8 %
Holistic cooperation between Business and Government

- Balance Budget = Revenues and Expenses

DEBT to GDP
Last 75 Years

Eliminate fraud-like corporate tax avoidance policies
Adopt fair and effective Tax Revenue Policies
Business pays consumption sales taxes upfront

- Hold white collar crime accountable

Applies to both government and business officials
Curb Wall Street speculation - buy / sell financial transaction tax
Curb Wall Street speculation - if you buy it, you own it, for that day

unless market price drops > 10%

GOV’T that
rejects Science

Health Care
MODELS

ENERGY

JOBS CORE

- Sensible Government regulations

Oil drilling, nuclear, fracking, sewage, drinking water, meat packing
Gov’t should NOT micro-manage our personal lives and bodies
Gov’t should NOT micro-mange a women’s womb birth control
11/14/2012

- Sensible Health Care practices + systems

FIX
BILLING SYSTEMS

See simple common sense health care model
Implement sensible TORT reform. Legal costs out of control

Greatly reduce
high frequency
market trading
Note: this form of
high speed investing,
in/out with minimal

risks, is not really
true capitalism.

Self-regulation?
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